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I found a weed 

that had a 

mirror in it 

and that mirror 

looked in at 

a mirror in 

me that 

had a 

weed in it. 

W. Ammons 

"Reflective" 

In vielen Biichem 

habe ich 

mich gelesen 

Und nichts als mich 

Was nicht ich war 

das konnte ich 

gar nicht 

entziffem 

Da hatte ich 

Eigentlich 

die Biicher 

nicht lesen mlissen' 

E. Fried 

„Die Einschrankung" 

^ (In many books, I read myself, and nothing other than myself. What was not me, I could not 
understand. I did not actually have to have read the books) 



Introduction 

In the last thirty years Postmodernism has revolutionized History. The certainty and 

immutability of historical fact that historians were once able to claim has dissipated in a 

cloud of theory, the effects of Postmodernism on the confidence of the humanities. 

Reactions to this break in histoncal tradition have ranged across the spectmm, from the 

denial of the relevancy of Postmodemism to the dissolution of the discipline. History is 

still written and historians are still to be found in their offices, but historical practice has 

changed dramatically and irreversibly. 

In this paper, I will approach Postmodemism not as a revolution within humanity or 

contemporary thought, but as a recurring human phenomena. Though Postmodemism is a 

product of our present society and technology, it is also a multidisciplinary movement 

dependent on the mind of man. Only recently has Postmodemism found the resonance to 

influence the humanities on a broad scale, but its latent vision of the world has always 

been intellectually accessible. 

This paper is based on the belief that Postmodemism is incompatible with the function of 

history. History is a hybrid discipline not always in harmony with itself Traditional 

history is called on to fulfil two purposes, one being the narrative memory of human past 

as literature (art), and the other being the process of leaming from this collective past 

(function).^ History is not a science because of its resistance to the scientific method of 

^ When history is referred to, traditional history is intended unless otherwise specified for the 
remainder of the introduction. 



controlled experimentation. Rather, it is possible for history to be aesthetic, a well-

written story that depicts an event in the past that is written for the "sake of history." 

People read history for the story of mankind, for powerful nonfiction entertainment, for 

art. On the other hand, history is also a sacred institution of lessons and leaming. In the 

same way that an individual human expects to leam from his past achievements and 

failures, humanity as a whole expects to leam from its collective experiences. The now 

(in)famous quote of George Santayana summarizes the functional half of history well: 

"Those who do not remember the past are doomed to repeat it." This dualism of art and 

function is strained in Historical Postmodemism to the point of breaking. 

Postmodemism is a broad intellectual movement consisting primarily of theories. As 

theory, Postmodemism lacks the concrete function that the application of history requires. 

Said another way, traditional history proposes conclusions that Postmodemism 

convincingly refutes. Frequently included within Critical Theory. Postmodemism 

persuasively analyses and challenges our most sacred historical assumptions, yet offers 

little constmctive elements to build a more accurate system. The reader is left with 

abundant ideas, but a sense of, "so what?" This can also be seen as an advantage, since it 

does not dictate conclusions, but challenges the individual reader to create boundlessly. 

In the case of history, Postmodern ambiguity and opportunity faces a predicament, as the 

art of history can accurately depict Postmodemism, yet the function falls short. The needs 

of both the art and the function of the discipline must be met for a change to affect 

convincingly the entire institution of history. Many historians have attempted to reconcile 

this paradox through various means, and others have accepted a radically different 



definition of history as simply a type of literature.•^ Some have rejected Postmodemism 

altogether because of the elusive and unfulfilling nature of the application of 

Postmodemism. The rationalisation to use or disregard Postmodemism is not dependent 

on the legitimacy of the movement, but rather on the effects of Postmodemism on the 

continued legitimacy of an institution. 

To begin, an overview is necessary. I begin with the brief intellectual history of 

Postmodemism. paying special attention to the way it pertains to history. Jean-Francois 

Lyotard's Postmodem Condition will be discussed in a general sense followed by the 

divergence of Historical Postmodemism from the history that preceded it. This departure 

necessitates the ideas of two more influential authors, Michel Foucault and Hayden 

White, both of whom were instmmental in tuming the discipline away from the 

historiographical tradition of the 1950s. A description of this new history as a method 

and style will follow. The German discourse of the Historikerstreit in the Federal 

Republic of Germany leading up to the 1987 elections exemplifies the concems and 

arguments of Historical Postmodemism and shows how an entire society can be affected 

by this shift in historical methods. Examples of written Postmodernist History will be 

presented, namely Mr. Bligh 's Bad Language by Greg Dening, Visions of the People by 

Patrick Joyce and Alabi 's World by Richard Price. How these histories vary from 

previous ones as well as their actual effect as Postmodemist histories on society as a 

whole is. The recurring paradox of Postmodemism that is brought forth through its dual 

nature in history is finally compared to another, older human trait. This comparison leads 

^ Alun Munslow, Deconstructing History (New York: Routledge, 1997), 4. "History is thus a class 
of literature." 



to my conclusions on the place of Postmodemism within history and history's place 

within Postmodemism. 

The discourse of Postmodemism, especially Historical Postmodemism, is subtle and 

intricate. As a composite and dynamic movement encompassing and critiquing many 

different disciplines, the meaning of Postmodemism varies as one crosses from one field 

to the next. How these meanings and interpretations of a fractured movement interact 

with each other plays a large role in understanding Historical Postmodernism, especially 

when considering the origins of Postmodemism in Literary Theory, Cultural Studies and 

Philosophy (instead of the physical sciences). The detailed development of Postmodemist 

history is not the goal of this paper, but the major themes and authors are. Anyone 

seeking exact details of the Postmodemist discourse or the nuances of Historical 

Postmodemism can certainly find them, but for the purposes of this paper, only the major 

themes and authors of Historical Postmodemism will be discussed. 

Before I begin, a word on the actual language of Postmodemism. Like any specialist 

language, technical jargon and specific terminology has developed to describe very 

specific and unique ideas. That being said, Postmodemism makes a mockery of common 

English syntax and word choice. Many authors try to demonstrate the flexibility and 

impermanence of language that Postmodemism supports by redefining words and shifting 

•̂  Keith Jenkins is an outspoken proponent of Historical Postmodernism and defender of Haydn 
White. See: Keith Jenkins, Re-Thinking History (New York: Routledge, 1991). The Postmodern 
History Reader. (New York: Routledge, 1997). 

F.R. Ankersmit "Historiography and Postmodernism" in History and Time 28 no. 2, 1989 begins a 
discussion of Postmodern History and continues in History and Theory, 29 no. 3, 1989. Foucault 
and White have of course written extensively on Postmodernism as regards to history as well as 
many other subejcts. 



vocabulary, yet to the uninitiated it appears to be the adulteration of written 

communication. Quotes without footnotes commonly make the reader question if 

sarcasm is implied or a source is cited. Other words are the Frankenstein creations of 

professional linguists, with dismembered syllables conjoined to the body of a word 

through the stitching of parentheses, slashes and hyphens. Sentences like the following 

are frequent: "The idea that facts/reality can thus exist independently of the historian so as 

to stop what Hayden White has termed the "de-realization of the event' is thus an 

implausible idea." The seemingly impenetrable vocabulary and language of 

Postmodemism is partly due to the insufficiency of a language in expressing unique ideas, 

yet in the end it should not create an insufficient understanding of these ideas. 

With this in mind, I hope to present Postmodemism as clearly as possible. Jargon will be 

kept to a minimum and ever\' attempt will be made to present the reader with a clear, yet 

nuanced, perspective on Postmodemism. 

Jean-Francois Lyotard and the Postmodern Condition 

...if a metanarrative implying a philosophy of histor>- is used to legitimate knowledge, questions are raised 

concerning the validity of the institutions governing the social bond: these must be legitimated as well. 

Jean-Franfois Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition 

Jean-Francois Lyotard, a French philosopher at the University of Paris at Vincennes, 

established the consequences of the new views of scientific research as well as the 

^ Keith Jenkin. The Postmodern History Reader (New York: Routledge, 1997), 18. 
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continued effects of ciilture on narrative in his seminal book. The Postmodern Condition: 

A Report on Knowledge. He is best known for his studies of aesthetics and of the psycho-

political dimensions of discourses, yet his definition of Postmodemism and its deviation 

from Modernism formed a foundation upon which many have followed. His idea of 

metanarratives and their cultural susceptibility can be found in one way or another 

throughout Postmodem discourse. 

Postmodemism is a diverse movement that attempts to represent our fragmented, yet 

increasingl}' interconnected world. Its origins he in literary theory, philosophy and social 

history, written mostly by feminists, solipsists and intellectuals in Europe and America.^ 

Starting in the early seventies, Postmodemism first became recognized as a movement 

(however undefined and disparate) across a wide range of disciplines that reflected a new 

turn in thought and belief. Rather than trying to unify the disparate and conflicting 

authorities and ideas through Modernism, Postmodemism sees these separations in 

fundamental disagreement, incapable of resolution or reconciliation. The word 

Postmodemism refers to this break in the Modemist project, although some Modernist 

traits were maintained. The Postmodem paradigm is inherently disunifled, and this is 

reflected in the movement's plurality of origins and proponents. Indeed, this dynamic 

interplay between disciplines, languages and theories lends persuasiveness to the 

Postmodem depiction of the present human condition. 

^ Richard Geertz, Linda Hunt, Lawrence Stone among many others. See: Lawrence Stone, "The 
Revival of Narrative: Reflections on a New Old History," Past and Present 85, (November 1979). 
For a specific, contemporary discussion of Postmodernism in German historiography, especially 
dealing with Southeast Europe, see C. Conrad and M. Kessel in Geschichte Schreiben in der 
Postmoderne: Beitrage zuraktuellen Diskussion, (Stuttgart: Piper Verlag, 1994) 9-36. 

8 



We use schemes to comprehend the world around us, yet there are problems inherent 

within these systemizing ideas. Ideas such as liberty, democracy and progress pervade 

our thoughts and speech, organizing and determining our decisions, and in the language of 

Postmodemism these networks of values, beliefs and ideas are called metanarratives. 

Jean-Francois Lyotard claims the most influential of these ideas are the Enlightenment 

(individual freedom) and the twentieth century narrative of human consciousness (the idea 

of a perfectible future). Lyotard defined the Postmodem Condition as the "incredulity 

towards metanarratives," doubt in the sanctity of these all-encompassing world-views. 

Postmodemism responds to these w orld-views by showing the plurality and competition 

between differing paradigms of thought. It shows how determined and stmctured our 

world-views actually are as well as the lack of free will that we take for granted. It also 

uncovers how much we actually spum what free will we do have. Postmodemism reveals 

the faults in our world-views, leading to doubt and indecision. Ultimately, the meanings 

that our metanarratives create are changed, weakened or destroyed.^ 

The importance of the metanarrative to the humanities and its radical interpretation in 

Postmodemism cannot be overemphasized. It is the lack of a single method, indeed the 

opposition to any method, that makes Postmodemism such a revolutionary movement, so 

very different from any other. To devalue the system of interpretation is not only to 

destabilize the system, but also to call all authority and legitimacy into question. Taken to 

its logical conclusions, Postmodemism has the ability to take an institution to the very 

abyss of existence. The humanities, history especially, were strongly influenced by 

^ Jean-Francois Lyotard. The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge. Translation by 
Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi. (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). 



Marxism thirty years ago, but the Postmodem tum, though not fully incorporated, has 

made a significant break with the past. 

Jean-Francois Lyotard states that Postmodemism is the result of the conflict between 

scientific knowledge and the functioning of narrative. He defines narrative as the 

essential feature of cultural formation and transmission. Narrative (and therefore history 

as well) is a constmction of culture, not of science, and can be regarded as neither 

scientific, empiricist nor objecti\e. He claims that science, on the other hand, disregards 

narrative as legitimate cognition, because of its incapacitv' to be understood through 

scientific method. He also asserts that science depends on the social acceptance and 

intellectual and cultural legitimisation of narrative. As an extension of the idea of a 

perfectible future (progress), science must have a teleological vision of Utopia, only 

attainable through a meta-narrative. Science cannot describe its tmth without resorting to 

meta-narratives to sustain it.^ 

The Postmodem Condition can also be partly attributed to the traumatic events of the 

twentieth century, essentially a lack of confidence in the metanarratives designed to avert 

such disasters. 

The rise of fascism, two world wars, de-colonialisation, seismic 
technology change, environmental and ecological disaster, the 
information explosion, the growth of exploitative and non-
accountable global capitalism, with its commidification of the 
toiling masses across the undeveloped globe, have all but 
destroyed the meta-narratives that legitimised both science and 
history as foundations of what has been regarded as an inexorable 

8 Alun Munslow, Deconstructing History (New York: Routledge, 1997), 14-15. 
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trend towards the individual freedom and the self-conscious 
improvement of the human condition.(Munslow 1997,15) 

The Postmodem Condition is a product of our times, and its development has 

corresponded to humanity's development over the last half century. The role of 

technology in bringing about these changes has been cmcial. Through technology, the 

world has become much more interconnected, bringing disparate people and ideas 

together m inharmonious union. The degree to which information and opinion has 

become public, fast, accessible and contradictory has never before been achieved. We 

have reached societal critical velocity. The acceleration of knowledge and its concurrent 

dissemination create massive amounts of information that collide with increasing rapidity 

and magnitude within society. The Information Age has brought these divergent 

paradigms together through the exponential growth, dissemination and plurality of 

knowledge. The Shockwaves of this collision strengthen the Postmodem Condition. 

The mass media is a good example of this phenomenon, for it plays a cmcial role as the 

most salient propagator of information in our society. The authorities of such institutions 

like church, government, military, and party have weakened in our time, leaving a void 

that is partially filled by the now ever-present media. In our time, the acceleration of 

change has occurred parallel to the acceleration of information. The latest story takes 

priority as the most accurate account of any situation, and the commercial value of "new" 

news pushes the emphasis even more towards instantaneous knowledge as previous 

information is rapidly outdated. Events follow events, cancelling each other out, loosing 

meaning and relevance. A critical lack of credibility haunts the media, reminiscent of 

past authorities of knowledge such as the church or the American executive branch. The 

11 



emphasis on speed and quantity has created a sense of cynicism, distmst and apathy 

towards the media. 

Qualitative scepticism of the media also adds to the Postmodem Condition. Not all 

information is seen as accurate, important or tme, indeed, much information is classified 

as "noise." Modem political campaigning and smear journalism are the results of the 

susceptibilit>' of a competitive mass media in a highly commercial society, and the public 

IS aware of this now more than ever. The extent of this competition is seen in the 

extensive coverage of any military conflict, the prevalence of crime, especially murder, in 

the news and the propagation of fear both within and outside of any country. As the 

public matures and refines its ability to understand the world around it through mass 

media, it sees its information sources increasingly positioned as liberal, conservative, 

accurate, untmstworthy, etc. The public has the opportunity to pick and choose among 

competing stories and perspectives on any one event. The agenda of a media source is 

increasingly important as the public recognises the subjective and positioned nature of the 

information it receives. At the same time, this recognition expresses itself in cynicism, 

distmst and apathy towards these authorities of knowledge. The silent majorities that 

make up our society have taken up an immense indifference towards institutions and 

authorities of knowledge. 

The Postmodem Condition is very problematic. To disagree with the particulars of the 

theory is to acknowledge the fractured and paradoxical nature of society and knowledge, 

science and narrative, a central tenet of Postmodemism. We live, just as all humanity 

before us, in paradox and conflict, but the widespread awareness of this and its 

12 



implications have culminated in the Postmodem Condition. In segments of the population 

such as political extremists and religious fanatics, fundamental doubt and change have 

always existed, but the climate of our current society allows these ideas to take root and 

prosper on the scale that we presently see. General scepticism and indeterminism have 

crept into modem thought, not just to fringe groups and revolutionaries but also to the 

a\^erage man, replacing both transcendental and transcultural intellectual hierarchies. 

"The future is one of gloomy uncertainty," states one commenter on Postmodemism, an 

echo to Nietzsche's portent of the "twihght of the idols." "̂ ' Yet it can also be seen as 

liberation from previous shackles of authority and a challenge to begin anew, refreshingly 

free. To understand the opportunities that Postmodemism supposedly creates for the 

humanities, I will tum to the tradition of practice it left behind, specifically in regards to 

history. 

The Historical Postmodern Divergence 

The dream of a "total history" corroborating the historian's own desire for mastery of a documentary 

repertoire and furnishing the reader with a vicarious sense of- or perhaps a project for - control in a world 

out of joint has of course been a lodestar of historiography. 

Dominick LaCapra 

Some historians have pronounced the end of the debate, that History has weathered the 

Postmodem storm, and that the discipline can continue on with the real practice of 

^ Alan Munslow, Deconstructing History (New York: Routledge, 1997), 15. Munslow, Alan. 1997. 

°̂ Friedrich Nietzsche titled one of his works, Gotzen-Dammerung (Miinchen, Carl Hanser Verlag, 
1958). Literally translated here, it refers to his prophetical vision of the new man, breaking from 
old traditions and beliefs. 
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history. Especially in light of the events surrounding September 11th, many intellectuals 

have turned away from theory and deconstmction to recognise the importance and 

relevance of action and application.'' Many critics label Postmodemism as only the latest 

in passing intellectual fashion, yet the questions that were first levelled at the foundations 

of histor\' have yet to be answered acceptably.'' Discussions of Postmodemism and its 

application to history have diminished in recent years, but it is still pertinent to today's 

historical writing. 

To understand the departure of Histoncal Postmodemism from its forebears, an 

understanding of the common characteristics of traditional history is important. They 

strive to present the facts in an unbiased manner, and project the subject in light of its 

historical surroundings. The personal biases of the historian are put aside and the original 

sources are valued over secondary ones. Every attempt to glean all the a\'ailable 

information is made and every source is seconded and proven, much as a detective on a 

crime scene. Traditional history does not go so far as to assume Rankian powers of 

onmiscience through perfect recreation, but claims to be able to know the past and to 

transmit it through the historical method to enlighten and help present-day man.'^ Up to 

" Articles are slowly starting to appear that question the importance of Postmodernism in a time 
that appears to require decisions and actions instead of theory and plurality. See especially, 
Stanley Eugene Fish "Absolute Relativism," The New Criterion v.20 no. 3 (Nov. 2001). 2-3. This 
article criticizes respected Postmodernists who remain reluctant to comment on the September 
11'^ terrorist attacks. For an analysis of Postmodernism in the post-9-11 classroom, see Chester 
Finn "Teachers, terrorists, and tolerance" Commentary. 112 no. 5 (Dec. 2001) 54-7. For a 
Postmodern backlash in literary theory, see David Rando "Reading Gravity's Rainbow After 
September Eleventh: Anecdotal Approach Postmodern Culture," 13, no. 1 (2002), 1-2. "in the 
wake of September Eleventh, the questions that literary criticism has asked about the precise 
nature of the relationship between text and context, events and history, and narrative and culture 
take on a new kind of urgency." 

^̂  Gertrude Himmelfarb, On Looking into the Abyss (New York: Alfred A. Knop.1994). 

^̂  Leopold von Ranke, Geschichte der romanischen und germanischen Volkervon 1494 bis 1514. 
Translated by G.R. Dennis. (London: G. Bell, 1956) vii. 
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the early seventies, before the advent of cultural, social, anthropological and ethnographic 

history, traditional history made up the majority of historical writing. 

Historical Materialism, Marxist History, must be mentioned specifically to complete the 

description of the forbearers to Postmodemism, though it is not generally included under 

the heading of traditional history because of its strongly ideological nature.''' At the 

foundation of this movement lies a revolutionary economic principle: Capitalism exploits 

the working class, and the working class must not only emancipate itself from this 

tyranny, but define itself through this common stmggle. Once the revolution of the 

Proletariat is complete, the Communist Utopia will mle, a classless society of equals, 

living in harmony. In recent years, the effect of culture and its place within Historical 

Materialism and this base/superstmcture dynamic has kept this type of History alive and 

relevant. These causes and effects, events and phenomena tied to the fundamental nature 

of market capitalism and class differences were, and to certain extent still are, a powerful 

paradigm of historical interpretation. The idea of social progress through the working 

class, the moral imperative of the historian to view history as such and the idea that 

history can progress towards a Utopian goal are specific traits of a traditional history 

Ranke states: "History has had assigned to it the office of judging the past and of instructing the 
account for the benefit of future ages. To show high offices the present work does not presume; it 
seeks only to show what actually happened (wie es eigentlich gewesen). 

^̂  For the seminal works in Marxist historiography, see E.P. Thompson, especially his The Making 
of the English Working Class (London: V. Gollancz, 1963). Though not always Communist, he 
associated himself strongly with politics and labour, forging one of the most direct ties from history 
to politics. His English successor, Louis Althusser, was strongly at odds with Thompson, yet the 
political nature of history can still be seen. Another influential English historian, Eric Hobsbawm, 
was certainly not a Marxist, but nonetheless a committed Leftist historian. His defense of Labour 
Movements are political, yet tempered, starting from Marx, yet keeping history and research fully 
in mind. For more insights into Upper-case History, political history and Marxist History see the 
interviews of radical historians seen in Henry Abelove ed., et al. Visions of History, by MARHO-
the Radical Historians Organization. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1984). A thoughtful defense of 
Historical Materialism can be found in Bryan Palmer, Descent into Discourse: the Reification of 
Language and the Writing of Social History (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1990). 
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method that deserves mention due to its wide influence and stark contrast to Historical 

Postmodemism. 

Borrowing terms used by Keith Jenkins, much of Marxist history is classified as upper 

case History. Upper case Histor\' is a way of looking at the past in terms which assign 

events and situations an objective significance by identifying their place and function 

within a general schema of historical development, usually constmed as appropriately 

progressive. It most prominently included bourgeois or proletariat accounts, noticeable 

in their trajectories towards perfect Capitalism or intemational Communism. Starting 

with a system, tmth or goal, these systems view histor\' through a well-defined lens of 

interpretation. Francis Fukuyama's "End of History," and Jiirgen Kocka's 

"Modernization," methodologies would also fit into this category, as they place events 

within a defined system of analysis, instead of interpreting the event with a more flexible 

stance. Upper case History contains a worldview, a big picture, in which everything fits, 

or at least is made to fit. To validate the application of the system, the fundamental tenets 

must be tme, and other interpretive schemes are either considered false or integrated into 

the greater system. History in the upper case is faulted as being teleological, a priori 

patterns imposed on the past, but Jenkins' other category of history, lower case or what I 

have called traditional history, while not as overtly rooted in ideology, also has faults. 

Jenkins argues that the history of the lower case falsely claims to be rooted in pragmatism 

and observation. Instead of a goal or an overt metanarrative claim, the justification for 

this history is "history for its own sake." The grand story of man's past and memory is 

^̂  Keith Jenkins, The Postmodern History Reader (IMew York: Routledge, 1997), 5. 
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studied to better understand man, to appreciate our origins. History is thought to be 

neutral, the property of neither the bourgeoisie nor proletariat. The practice of history is 

then an innately positive thing, the accumulation of knowledge through research and 

reflection.'^ 

It is important to realize that the student movements of the late 1960s in Berkeley, Paris, 

Berlin and Prague tumed against both capitalism in the West and the Soviet form of 

Marxism; they tried to create something new. Social science. Progressive Marxism and 

history "for its own sake" left little room for many neglected segments of the population: 

women, homosexuals, prisoners and minorities in general. How these histories neglected 

many fringe groups and how this new historiographical tum tore down previous 

hierarchies of authority and knowledge marks the beginning of the Postmodem challenge. 

To explain best these departures and origins requires the ideas of two authors, Michel 

Foucault and Hayden White. Foucault elaborates on Lyotard's ideas of narrative as a 

product of culture through his ideas of discourse, power and authority, \\'hile White 

further analyzes historical narrative to show the restrictions and determined stmctures that 

are inherent in any historical emplotment. I will begin with Foucault's ideas on the 

political implications of language and the hierarchical relations of power within it, one of 

Historical Postmodemism's vanguard. 

Michel Foucault 

We have put a stop to the idea that it is a part of everybody's civil rights to say whatever he pleases. 

'^ Ibid., 6. 
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Adolf Hitler , February 22, 1942 '̂  

Michel Foucault, another French intellectual, introduced new ideas on medicine, madness, 

punishment and sexuality, and argued that many of our practices and institutions restrict 

the freedom of individuals. His influence on history is most noticeable in his ideas on 

discourse, instimtions and power. Holding academic posts in Sweden, Poland, Germany 

and France, his ideas were instmmental in determining the revolutionary character of 

Postmodemism as something exquisitely new. 

The theor>- of discourse is central to understanding Foucault. Discourse is the exchange 

of ideas, both written and verbal, about a topic. Foucault does not take this definition 

lightly. He argues that human knowledge exists within discourse and that knowledge is 

made through a statement that passes with other known or "tme" statements. Foucault 

claims that "tmth" is subjective, verifiable only by other subjective "tmth." Knowledge, 

then, is the expansion and reciprocation of "tmth" in discourse between different 

authorities. Knowledge has its "object," the known, and its "other," the person to whom 

knowledge is offered and who correspondingly receives and disseminates it as "tmth." A 

dynamic "economy of discourse" is created in which statements act as currency and 

dialogues as monetary exchange, in the sense that its worth or "tmth" is to be found in the 

tmst, acceptance and exchangeability that the "other" places on it. If the "other" does not 

believe in it, it has no value and no "tmth." Human knowledge and "tmth" are 

determined by the interaction of authorities of knowledge in discourse and are ultimately 

^̂  Joachim Remak ed.. The Nazi Years: A Documentary History (Prospect Heights, Illinois: 
Waveland Press Inc., 1969), 83. 
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subjective. In this light, human discourse, especially in regards to "tmth'" and knowledge, 

appears arbitrary and superficial, which is exactly what Foucault intends.'* 

Within society, power stems from "tmth." By determining what is right and wrong, social 

institutions wield the judicial, legislative and executive powers of "tmth." "Tmth" allows 

social instimtions to punish or reward with the authority, but not always the consent, of 

societs'. Discourse transmits and produces power, it reinforces it. but it also undermines 

and exposes it, renders it fragile and makes it possible to thwart. The "economy of 

discourse" is dynamic, rewarding some and disenfranchising others. It allows "tmth" to 

be tumed upon itself destroying what was previously "tmth" and forging new "tmth" in 

the process: yet, "truth" is still created through knowledge and discourse. With these 

movements of discourse, authorities and institutions of knowledge rise and fall. 

The idea of reciprocity in this dynamic process ties knowledge to the exercise of power. 

The production of knowledge and "tmth" within discourse and the exercise of 

administrative power intertwine, enhancing each other. Through this interplay of 

power/knowledge each side is mutually reinforced, controlling and affecting conduct. 

The hegemonic power wielded by a range of cultural institutions creates consent among 

society, forcing integration. To develop his theories of knowledge and power. Foucault 

studied institutions of society: the penitentiary, asylum and school. These institutions 

maintain control and power through observation and discipline, advancing some and 

®̂ Michel Foucault, The Archeology of Knowledge. Translated by A. M. Sheridan-Smith (London: 
Tavistock. 1972). 

®̂ Michel Foucault, "The Order of Discourse" Untying the Text: A Poststructuralist Reader, 
Translated and editzed by R. Young (London: Routledge, 1981). 
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punishing others. Power, knowledge, institutions, practices and discourse are all 

interrelated. 

Once one sees the interrelation and arbitrariness of power and knowledge, the curtain of 

morality and justice that veil our institutions is tom down, requiring a "re-valuation" of 

our metanarratives." As a member of the institution of education and, specifically, of 

history, the historian must not only disseminate "tmth" and wield it as power but also 

submit internally to the hegemonic pressures of his or her discipline. The history of the 

lower case, "history for its own sake," is not as overtly positioned or subjective as History 

of the upper case, but only overt in so far as we recognize these cultural bonds that 

surround us. To see the arbitrary hierarchy of power that a historian must enforce with his 

writing, he must see these restrictions himself The view that knowledge is innately 

rational, immutable and positive allows historians to create "history for the sake of 

history," yet Foucault refutes this argument. By creating this type of history, the arbitrary 

hierarchy of authority is upheld and reinforced, it does not create an objective window on 

the past. Foucault is of the same basic opinion as Lyotard, that the creation of narrative, 

historical or not, is a cultural phenomena, not a scientific one. It is arbitrary and 

exclusive, elevating some and silencing others. As a product of culture, narrative 

(history) is neither scientific, empirical nor objective. 

°̂ For an effective attack upon the arbitrariness of one of our most fundamental notions, see 
Benedict Anderson. Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism. 
(London: Verso Editions/NLB, 1983). 

^̂  Michel Foucault. Power/knowledge: Selected Interviews and other Writings. Edited by Colin 
Gordon; Translated by Colin Gordon et al. (New York: Pantheon Books, 1980). 
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This view of history has unleashed a Pandora's box of historical interpretation, because 

through this idea, multiplicity of perspectives is encouraged. In contrast to a single 

system of interpretation, Foucault opens the door to Post-colonial history, African-

American history. Feminist history and Homosexual history among many others. This of 

course leads to questions of legitimacy and accuracy as these views are frequently at odds 

with each other, debasing the authority to judge the accuracy and appropriateness of any 

history. I will discuss what exactly constitutes Historical Postmodemism as well as its 

significance below, but for now the divergence from traditional history is sufficient. 

Foucault builds upon linguistic theory in analyzing language and discourse in showing 

how language and hierarchical stmctures exclude many voices and histories, yet the 

impact of Postmodemism strikes much deeper.'̂ ^ Foucault legitimizes a much wider 

range of historical emplotment, but the Postmodem challenge assaults even the 

epistemological foundations of the discipline. Hayden White is in the forefront of this 

attack, and his radical view of history is especially controversial. 

Hayden White 

"What is the purpose of all this'^" he asked politely. 

"Everything must have a purpose?" asked God. 

"Then I leave it to you to think of one for all this," said God. 

And He went away. 

Kurt Vonnegut, Cat's Cradle 

" For more on radical linguistic theory, see Ferdinand de Saussure and Jacques Derrida. Both 
have a linguistic rather than historiographical approach, yet there critiques of language and its 
associations are certainly applicable to history. Both White and Foucault have borrowed heavily 
from their writings. 
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Hayden White is an American literary and historiographical critic who has been very 

influential in the Postmodem "linguistic tum.""^ He incorporates many devices of 

modem linguistic theory in his criticism of traditional historical method, and he has 

introduced many fundamental questions of representation, epistemology and narrative to 

the Postmodem divergence from traditional history.'"^ 

Historians, Hayden White argues, must realize that their histories can neither correspond 

to the wa>- things were, nor see through historical events to reveal a universal tmth. 

Historians are compelled to limit the amount of information that is included within any 

subject. The constraints of literature neglect events that happened before and after the 

temporal span it deals with, regardless of the breadth of time chosen. The "whole story" 

IS neither told nor possible. The historian must interpret the raw sources as well, selecting 

specific parts of information, while filling in holes to create a message and a narrative. 

As Hayden White says, "There are no grounds to be found in the historical record itself 

for preferring one way of constming its meaning over another."'^ The relations of the 

available information that are presented in any history are the products of the personal 

choices of the historian, not the apparent facts of history. White argues. 

^̂  Hayden White, Metahistory: the Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-century Europe (Baltimore, 
Maryland: John Hopkins University Press, 1973). 

Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural Criticism (Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1978). 

The Content of the Form: Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation. (Baltimore, 
Maryland: John Hopkins Press, 1989). 

^^ See Saul Friedlander, ed. Probing the Limits of Representation: Nazism and the "Final 
Solution." {Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1992). for a full account of the effect of 
Hayden White of an event at the very limit of historical representation, the Holocaust. 

^̂  Haydn White, The Content of the Form.Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation 
(Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins Press, 1987), 75. 
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The actual language of history also determines the way that history is created. Unlike 

science, history does not use a technical language, but a figurative one without fixed 

terminology. Historical language is made up of assumptions that are held by a group and 

are therefore subject to change. The meaning of any history is partly based on the reader 

who pieces together the figurative language of the historian. Both the historian and the 

reader play an active role in shaping the past for the consumption of the present. 

The narrative form of history is also subject to a determined stmcture. White argues that 

the Westem literary tradition, including history, only allows certain modes of 

emplotment: romance, tragedy, comedy and satire. Certain modes of emplotment suggest 

certain modes of explanation, ideology and trope. This is all very nice, but also esoteric. 

To put it in concrete terms, a history of the Holocaust is usually expressed in the form of a 

tragedy, and never as a comedy."^ The cmshing of the Velvet Revolution in Prague is 

formulated as a tragedy and never a romance in our society. It is unthinkable to wnte a 

history of the extermination of landed peasants in the Ukrainian steppes as a comedy or a 

romance. An American historian could not easily publish a legitimisation of a South 

American dictatorship. These are "proper" and "legitimate" ways of expressing the 

emplotment, ideology and trope of a biston.- that we have come to take for granted, but 

they are contemporary social boundaries to narrati\ e expression that cannot be easily 

overstepped. The Nazis had their genocidal comedies, Soviets their class-cleansing 

romances and South American dictators their legitimisers, but our westem cultural 

^̂  See Art Spiegelman. The Complete Maus: Maus I, II. (New York: Voyager, 1994). for history in 
the form of a comic book. The quality of history displayed in this medium and style has been 
much debated in regards to appropriateness and Hayden White's tropes. 
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traditions reject these tropes on grounds of appropriateness and respectability. Our 

societal and cultural norms have determined the tropes of our stories, regardless of their 

relative tmths. These unconscious organizations with which historians write history do 

not determine, but stmcture, its possibilities.^^ The question is then not whether history is 

an accurate science, but why, when we write about the past, we cast it in a particular 

narrative form. 

To summarize. White denies that historiography differs from fiction, and that there are no 

grounds for historical tmth. No event can ever fully be known, and the idea that a 

historian can "know" the past is pure fancy. Historical facts are certainly found by the 

historian, but histor\- is much more than these facts, it requires a narrative. The jump 

from a collection of facts to historical narrative is determined by aesthetic and ethical 

considerations, in other words, it is cultural, not scientific. Historians he continues, have 

a limited number of narrative emplotments that preclude the form and content of their 

account. "Historical narratives are verbal fictions, the contents of which are as much 

invented as found and the forms of which have more in common with their counterparts in 
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literature than they have with those in the sciences." 

^̂  Hayden White, The Tropics of Discourse, (Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University Press 
1978), 70. 

Metahistory: the Historical Imagination in Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore, Maryland: John 
Hopkins University Press 1973), 29. 

®̂ Hayden White, "Historical Texts as Literary Artifact," Tropics of Discourse: Essays in Cultural 
Criticism (Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins University Press, 1978), 82. 

Georg Iggers, Historiogaphy in the Twentieth Century: From Scientific Objectivity to the 
Postmodern Challenge (Hanover, New Hampshire: Wesleyan University Press, 1997),119. 
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How the theories of Foucault and White play out in actual history is dramatically 

illustrated in the following example of recent history. The exclusion of minorities and 

dissidents, the cultural createdness of history, the inability of history to objectively 

evaluate the past, and the role of trope in a vital part of a nation's history all play strong 

roles in the Historikerstreit. 

The Historikerstreit 

I carried out my orders... Where would we have been if everyone had thought things out in those days? 

Adolf Eichmann at his trial for crimes against humanity', 1961 

In a very real and pertinent way, the historical issues that Postmodemism addresses 

culminated in a furious debate within the Federal Republic of Germany in the months 

leading up to the 1987 elections. This debate is known as the Historikerstreit (feud 

between German historians) and has become an integral part of German historiography 

and more importantly, German Vergangenheitsbewdltigung (coping and dealing \\ith the 

past, specifically in regards to National Socialism). This discussion over the 

interpretation and historical reality of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust is a poignant 

example of the issues that have thus far been discussed. The dual roles of history as an 

institution of memor\' as well as the representation of the story of man are highlighted. 

Though much of the discussion focuses on the active creation and re-creation of the 

^̂  Although modern literary usage accepts the Hebrew word, Shoa, as a more accurate term for 
the genocide of European Jews, I will maintain the use of the word Holocaust so as not to confuse 
readers unfamiliar with this specific development. 
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German identity in the post-war years, I will focus on pertinent conflicts between 

'revisionists" and "fundamentalists."^° 

The words Nazi, Holocaust and Auschwitz take interpretation and representation to the 

very limits of literature and history in ways that few other words can. The vividness and 

depth of emotion that these terms elicit have created a difficulty in placing them within a 

broader context of historical narrative. How can these words be discussed objectively 

within a society whose members either directly participated in, or were directly influenced 

by, them'^ Equally important is the question of whether these ideas should be discussed 

objectively at all, to prevent their recurrence or to legitimize them. History is called upon 

to arbitrate in this unique and pertinent situation. 

The legacy of National Socialism cannot be separated from either its crimes or its 

negative connotation. The bureaucratic, focused and psuedo-biological maimer in which 

National Socialism carried out the Holocaust has no equal and, more importantly, it has 

no equal in popular conceptions and imagination. On the other hand, many revisionists 

argue that to analyze it as a singular phenomena of evil in a historical vacuum is to create 

a legend that benefits no one, least of all those Germans directly or implicitly involved 

with it. They claim that the participants of National Socialism are as human as its victims 

and to deny the intnnsic, yet flawed, humanity of its perpetrators is as ghastly as denying 

the humanity of its victims. This involves regarding Hitler, Himmler and thousands of 

^° Piper Verlag:,,Historikerstreit": Die Dokumente der Kontroverse urn die Einzigartigkeit der 
nationalsozialistischen Judenvernichtung. (Miinchen, Clausen & Bosse, Leek: 1987). 

Alfred Low translator. The Third Reich and the Holocaust in German Historiography: Toward the 
Historikerstreit of the mid-1980s. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994). 
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concentration camp guards as humans, not as beasts or demons. The historical 

simplification of Nazism as purely evil is as constmctive as categorically labelling its 

victims as innocent and saints, and to attempt any objective perspective on the subject to 

uncover the tmth, this revisionist stance must be taken. '̂ 

On the other side stands the contention that to mediate the cnmes of National Socialism is 

to apologize and legitimize the regime. By placing National Socialism in a broader 

background of Germany, history or mass crime is to minimize its horrors and warrant its 

actions. They claim that the marginalization of the suffering of millions of victims by 

attempting to represent objectively and analyze National Socialism is humiliating and 

demeaning to the actual victims and survivors. They would be merely the logical end 

products of a German historical process involving anti-Semitism, nationalism and 

xenophobia, instead of the oppressed, tortured and humiliatingly slaughtered members of 

humanity murdered on an industrial scale under the watching eyes of their fellow man. 

Both sides have strong arguments, but the compelling aspect of the discussion is the role 

that history is called upon to play. The synthetic (artificial) element of history is very 

apparent throughout this discourse: history is consciously created for the contemporary 

Vergangenheitsbewdltigung because of the event's extreme resistance to "objective," 

historical analysis. The notion that the Holocaust can be legitimized as a historical 

process and that the banished voices of the dictator and his lackeys are pertinent to the 

discussion are rejected as an inappropriate trope. Indeed, the amount of factual evidence 

^̂  The arguably fascist state of Israel and its oppression of its significant Palestinan minority has 
begun to change the view of Jews as victims, innocent of cnmes, yet contemporary political 
realities continue to enforce this perspective. 
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of the atrocity is overwhelming, but the creation of an acceptable narrative to explain it is 

incredibly elusive. The Historikerstreit can be seen as a poignant example of a culture 

actively constmcting its own history as per Lyotard and Foucault, within White's 

linguistic template. The Holocaust still cannot be discussed objectively within Germany, 

if ever, and its resistance to portrayal and analysis will continue. The Historikerstreit 

displays a vivid example of the Postmodem challenge. 

Historical Postmodernism 

Reality is a ven, subjective affair. 

N^adimir Nabokov, Strong Opinions 

So if Postmodemism is not traditional history what then is there? What does 

Postmodemism actually stand for if it mostly deconstmcts and criticises? If it is not a 

united movement, and it does not tend to the political left or right, how can it best be 

understood? The Postmodem Condition is a reappraisal of a range of discourses to 

account for the changes underway in our society, but what does that mean for history? 

Because Postmodemism accepts all explanations as mutable and open to criticism, a 

defendable definition of the movement is difficult. The very act of defining 

Postmodemism places itself in jeopardy and makes h open to the critical theories it 

attempts to represent. 

Although it is oversimplified, I will maintain the use of Leotard's definition of 

Postmodemism as, "incredulity towards metanarratives." Because it is possible to 

extrapolate many different meanings from this definition, it is not a definition as such, but 
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a vehicle that actively involves the reader in reaching an understanding of 

Postmodemism. It requires of the reader an interpretation of a relatively vague phrase in 

creating an individual meaning for himself This places constemation in, as well as a 

consciousness of, the reader's role in understanding my message. As the reader becomes 

aware of the subjective, constmctive nature of this definition, the possibilities of other 

meanings become possible, creating the overlapping, multiperspective definition that 

Postmodemism requires. In this way, using Lyotard's definition gives an understanding 

of the vague boundaries of, as well as the methods behind, Postmodemism. 

I have already spoken about the dense language of Postmodemism, and Historical 

Postmodemism is no exception. Clarity and brevity are sometimes cmcially lacking in 

Postmodem Discourse to the point of suspicion. If an idea carmot be clearly 

communicated one cannot be convinced of its validity because of a lack of understanding. 

Sometimes the indeterminate, mutable and obfliscating terminology of Postmodemism is 

used to create a more subjective understanding of the object as well as the reader, as I 

have attempted above, and other times it is a stumbling block that leads to conftision and 

doubt in any coherent message of Postmodemism. 

To use Lyotard's definition as such is rather minimalist, but its brevity can be 

extrapolated to include many of our current social trends. It includes the disintegration of 

old frameworks (metanarratives) like Anglo-centric, Euro-centric, ethno-centric, gender-

centric, etc. as well as various postist temporalities like post-liberal, post-westem, post-

heavy industrial and post-Marxist. The combination of these ideas is the Postmodem 

Condition, and its effects constitute a serious and formidable eradication of intrinsic 
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value. "As a resuk scepticism or, more strongly, nihilism, just does now provide the 

dominant underlying intellectual suppositions of 'our times.'"^^ 

Historical Postmodemism integrates criticism and scepticism through its style. It accepts 

the fact that the author plays a very large role in the narrative interpretation of the past. 

The use of the first person as well as personal anecdotes make it clear that the author is 

speaking from a subjecti\e position, not as an objective authority on the past. The 

awareness of the reader as an active interpreter of information is also highlighted, as I 

have eariier attempted. The style of Historical Postmodemism is one of conscious 

subjectivity through a contemporary, personal voice in contrast to the universal authority 

of historical events found in traditional history. 

The subject of history has changed as well. Instead of understanding the past and 

uncovering the historical tmth of a topic. Historical Postmodemism is more concemed 

with the representation of the past through other accounts and specifically language. In 

what Keith Jenkins calls a "sceptical, critical, reflexive approach to history," primary 

sources are considered in historical methodology, but the effect of these pnmary sources 

and how their contemporaries interpreted these events are found in their representation. 

Historical Postmodemism concems itself with the perception of events and their impact 

over any perceived "factuality," and the "tme account," as these are considered 

unreachable goals. 

^̂  D. Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign Country. Literature and History 13, no. 1 (1987): 141-142, 
218. 

Quote is from Keith Jenkins, Re-thinking the Past (New York: Routledge, 1991), 64. 
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Not many authors have fully taken on the burden of this radically different history. It 

poses challenges and changes that many historians, especially those already established, 

are reluctant to accept. Despite the unwillingness to start along a different road, denying 

what past gains they might have made, many authors acknowledge the effectiveness of 

Postmodemism, if not fully integrating all of its radical theories. The difficulty of 

transforming a decades old historical method to account for a collection of disunited 

theories is obvious. 

But Historical Postmodemism is not fully accepted for another reason. Some historians 

are not fully drawn to Historical Postmodemism, as they can sense, if not discern, its full 

effects on the discipline. The confidence that history was once able to claim can be taken 

to its logical extreme, to absolute relativity. If history is positioned, subjective, 

representational and fictional, how are we to decide the merits of one history over 

another? How do we decide what to teach in schools? How can we justify teaching 

history? What real problems in the present can history hope to apply itself to? 

Ver>' few historians claim to write Postmodem history, because of the difficulties in 

integrating its radical theories. These histories do exist, although their claim to 

Postmodemism and more importantly to histor>' is often debatable. I have chosen three 

books, widely recognized as Postmodem histories to analyze: Dening's Mr. Bligh's Bad 

Language, Joyce's Visions of the People and Price's Alabi's World. These three accounts 

will be used as examples from which Histoncal Postmodemism can be seen at work. 
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Postmodern Products: Mr. Bligh's Bad Language, Visions of the People and Alabi's 

World 

It is difficult to find the right attitude - neither to become soft and be overwhelmed by it all, nor to harden 

oneself and be too tough and unfeeling to see the truth. 

Soldat Ludwig Mollwitz, letter from the front, Oct. 8, 1939" 

These three authors ha\e \sritten on widely different topics and times, yet their works can 

be taken together as a whole, as an expression of Postmodernism in the medium of 

history. Not only is their relative uniformit>- important, but also their contrast from other 

histoncal accounts, e\en those pertaining to the same topics. Before these similarities are 

discussed a brief overview of each book is necessary to provide a context to the following 

comparisons. 

Greg Dening writes on a frequently visited historical event in Mr. Bligh's Bad Language, 

the mutiny on the Bounty. He presents both a new perspective on the actual event as well 

as an interpretation of its various representations in literature, theatre and cinema. He 

claims that the conflicting language of Captain William Bligh, his "bad language", incited 

the mutiny. He argues that Bligh's language so offended the decomm that governed the 

relationships and communications between men during the trials of long sea voyages that 

it drove them to rebellion. "I make the thesis that Bligh's bad language was the 

ambiguous language of his command. It was bad, not so much because it was intemperate 

^̂  Joachim Remak ed.. The Nazi Years: A Documentary History (Prospect Heights, Illinois, 
Waveland Press Inc., 1969) 120. 
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or abusive, but because it was ambiguous, because men could not read in it a right 

relationship to his authority."^^ His analysis is based on language and its power. 

His second point in the work pertains to the mutiny's representation in various mediums 

throughout time. He concludes that different ages have used the event to reflect their own 

interests and prejudices. Revolt against Tory cormption, class conflict, the fight for 

liberal ideals as well as latent homosexual tensions characterize the different accounts that 

various societies have used in depicting the mutiny on their own cultural stages. A 

reflection of each age, the mutiny is analyzed in its representation, not as an event. 

In Visions of the People, Patrick Joyce analyzes the identity of the English working poor 

from 1848 to 1914. After the First Worid War, the ideas and terminology of class and 

class stmggle came to full bloom and established the Marxist terms so prevalent in 

historical accounts of class. Joyce concludes that before this time, class mentality was not 

clear, that the industrial work force of England viewed themselves not only as workers, 

but also as family, church, community and club members. Moreover, the identification of 

workers with one another in the highly heterogeneous work force also detracted from an 

early class consciousness. Though the idea of class gained significant ground in the 

minds of workers leading up to the Great War, it was not as pronounced as many 

contemporary historians portray it to be. 

^* Greg Dening, Mr. Bligh's Bad Language: Passion, Power and Theatre on the Bounty 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 61. 
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His account rests on the language, ideology and identity of industrial England as well as 

its depiction in modem histories. He objects to the overarching idea of class, and seeks to 

define this group in terms of politics, work, culture, art and imagination, to "deconstmct" 

the idea of class. Instead of analyzing the similarities of a segment of society, he focuses 

on their differences, especially those that offer contradiction to the notion of a united 

labour front. He follows the idea that, "identities and discourses are in fact never coherent 

but always cross-cutting and contradictory."^^ Though he uses populism to better explain 

his lingual analysis, he deliberately avoids the pitfall of placing broad populist notions on 

his subjects in the absence of class, and looks at the details of society, not the overarching 

systematic of Historical Materialism. In looking at the role that class acmally played, he 

must determine, "what class identity looks like, and where it ends," instead of applying 

class identity to other institutions and cultural influences.^^ He concludes that though 

class played a role in the constmction of identity in England's labounng poor, the matter 

is much more complicated, class being only a single conception of social order in 

competition with other traditional systems of social arrangement. 

In Alabi's World, Richard Price, a self-styled ethnographic historian, narrates the history 

of Suriname from the 18"̂  to the \9^^ century, a time of slaves, colonies, missionaries and 

diverse ethnic groups. Culminating in the ascension of the Maroon, Alabi, to the head of 

the Saramakan tribes. Price attempts to present his account in terms of Saramakan, 

^̂  Patrick Joyce. Visions of the People: Industrial England and the Question of Class 1848-1914. 
(Cambridge: Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, 1993), 11. 

^̂  Ibid., 23. 
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indigenous historiography, evident in his method and style. '' To prevent the reader from 

classifying his history into westernized terms and subjects like economics, politics and 

military, he deliberately leaves out an index or extensive table of contents. Instead of 

examining his evidence from an omniscient point of view that would inevitably be 

influenced by a white, male European perspective, he interprets and presents his book 

through the subjective perspectives of his sources, mostly Saramakan. The sources that 

he sites appear in different typefaces to "preserve their distinctive tones"; bold print 

indicates "hea\^'" colonial print, whereas spoken indigenous sources are thin and 

• J O 

italicized with ragged right margins. As per Samarakan tradition, his history 

emphasizes the linearity of narrative and family, especially through oral history. 

Price's goal as historian is: "to penetrate existential worlds different from his own and to 

evoke their texture, by bridging, but never losing sight of, the culmral and semantic gulf 
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that separates the author from the historical actors and from the historical observers." 

He makes no claim to know, interpret and disseminate the past that he studies. The author 

takes a moral stance as well by making this account an example of peace and 

reconciliation. As civil war began again in Suriname in 1986, the author saw a clear 

opportunity in his own research to show an effective precedent to ending the current 

conflict in the peaceful time of Alabi. Instead of history "for its own sake," or a narrative 

from a colonial, eurocentric perspective, where records and materials are much more 

^^ Saramakans were runaway slaves who established their own unique society outside of colonial 
borders. Frequently at war or in conflict with colonials seeking to re-enslave them, these 
Saramakans, or Maroons, existed on the edge of society, developing tribal societies which 
combined religion, language and tradition from their African, colonial and indiginous and roots. 

^̂  Richard Price. Alabi's World (Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press, 1990), xx. 

^̂  Ibid., xix. 
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readily available, he se'eks out the oral and written histories of Suriname and presents his 

history as an example of the establishment of peace in a plural society. There is little in 

the way of a summarizing explanation to the broad amount of information presented, only 

subjective descriptions of the d>'namics between people. Pnce's depiction of Alabi's 

worid is rendered through the eyes of anthropology and ethnography, showing the 

interdependent, dynamic and plural cultures of Suriname in a nontraditional manner of 

historical narrative without an explanator>' synthesis. 

Words about words 

The original rose exists only as a name, mere names are all we have. 

Umberto Eco, The Name of the Rose 

These three works reflect Postmodemism in working history. At the heart of these 

histories, a group of characteristics is found: the importance of language and its impact on 

society; a plurality' of narratives that resists synthesis; and the avoidance of a simplified, 

ideologically driven conclusion. These characteristics embody what has previously been 

discussed about Postmodemism and its many contributors, but two questions arise when 

considering these concrete examples of theory: Are they tmly Postmodem accounts of 

history, or history influenced by Postmodemism? If they are indeed Postmodem 

narratives, do they suffer from "bad faith?" 

These histories should be considered Postmodem because of their implicit objectives, 

though none of the three authors claim to be Postmodem historians. They strive neither to 
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write narrative for its own sake, nor create an answer or conclusive explanation for an 

event, but to show the evasiveness of any broad solution or overarching system through a 

plural perspective; the rejection of metananatives. Visions of the People attempts to 

revise and problemicize the concept of class in understanding the English working poor 

by looking at language, and Mr Bligh s Bad Language analyzes previous reasons for the 

mutiny based on culture and ideology while proposing another thesis founded on 

language. Alabi's World shows the mtncacy of multiple narratives through a 

nontraditional format, leaving no conclusion to integrate the various subjective histories. 

These works give the reader new opportunities in interpreting the past through its 

plurality, realize the resistance of any event to conclusive explanation and cast doubt on 

previous conclusions and ideologies. 

These histories are some of the clearest histories to come out of Historical 

Postmodemism, but do they fully realize the opportunities of the movement? Are these 

the products of Postmodemism incamate? Are they in "bad faith?" as per Jean-Paul 

Sartre? 

The degree to which the radical theories of Postmodemism are taken to heart in these 

narratives is moderate. The idea that a historian creates fiction and that metanarratives 

must be doubted are not taken to their absolute conclusion in these works. Each historian 

creates an authoritative voice to explain and narrate an event, regardless of how 

ambiguous, complex and conflicting this voice may be. They still maintain the fact that 

they are analyzing an understandable past event, and although they do not allow 

themselves the conviction of traditional historians; they believe that their histories tell a 
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tmth, a reflection of a somewhat knowable past. The representation of the event through 

other works is emphasized, but the object of the representation is still maintained as 

knowable. 

Each historian uses a particular method to analyze their subjects, though they come from 

fields traditionally considered outside of history. Linguistics, psychology, ethnology and 

sociology are all extensively used, but are they not as systematic a metanarrative as 

Communism, Capitalism or stmcturalism? Though not as teleological or rigid, these 

explanatory methods are also metanarratives. When Joyce speaks of the evils of a broad 

class stmcture, he uses populism to replace it. Why then is populism any better than 

class? Is it not simply another metanarrative system placed on this period of history, 

albeit a novel one? When Dening and Price use ethnography to explain Tahitian motives 

and Samarakan societies, this moves history away from the colonialist, eurocentric, white 

male perspective of the past, but how can one judge the validity of their accounts against 

more traditional ones? As one cntic states it in analyzing Dening's Mr. Bligh's Bad 

Language: 

Overall, then, Dening's use of the mutiny on the Bounty story and 
his account of the British discovery- of the Polynesian societies of 
the Pacific deserves to be rejected, not only because his major 
interpretations are demonstrably mistaken but because of the 
pernicious precedent his book sets. If we accept his version of 
'cultural literacy' and disown a realist and empiricist account of 
history and myth, anything goes. We would have no means of 
distinguishing between history and myth, between biography and 
hagiography, between eyewitness reports and fairy tales. Without 
facts, we would lack one of the most important grounds for debate, 
for contesting someone else's versions of history. One Hollywood 
version of the mutiny on the Bounty would be just as good as any 
other, and each would be just as valid as Dening's own account. 
Who could say any of the Hollywood versions was inferior? 
Certainly not Dening, who could only conclude that each was an 
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appropriate product of the culture of its time. (Windschuttle 1996 
90) 

The creation of these histories is undoubtedly enriching, providing the reader a radically 

new interpretation and perspective, yet which one is more accurate? Out of necessity, each 

of the authors tries to prove the authenticity of their own perspective, ultimately denying 

the plurality' of Postmodemism. They cast doubt on previous metanarratives, yet they must 

synthesize new ones to legitimize their histories. These authors realize that a tmly plural 

narrative without metanarrative obfuscates history to a babble of incoherent noise. To 

throw the proverbial monkey wrench into the gears, White's theory of narrative 

emplotment necessitates a metanarrative. 

In the end, though these histories must be considered Historical Postmodemism, they 

neither completely reject the narrative foundations of historical tmth nor the necessity of 

an overarching method, the metanarrative. 

Jean Paul Sartre coined the phrase, "bad faith" to describe the self-imposed shackles of 

man's free will. Man never fully realizes how free and liberated he actually is, always 

acting and thinking within certain limitations and boundaries that he imposes on himself 

His faith in free will is thus bad. Sartre does not place a value on bad faith, but 

approaches it simply as a human phenomenon. These histones are examples of 

Postmodemism in bad faith. Though they implement the theories and ideas of 

Postmodernism, they do not take these ideas to their logical conclusions, nor fully make 

"̂  Jean-Paul Sartre. Being and Nothingness: An Essay on Phenomenological Ontology. 
Translated by Hazel E. Barnes. (New York: Philosophical Library, 1956). 
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use of the opportunities offered by Postmodem theory. The inescapability of historical 

"tmth," and the necessity of an explanatory, causal method, a metanarrative, are 

limitations that a historian must deal with to fully satisfy both the art and function of 

history. These Historical Postmodem works show the limits of Postmodemism in history, 

while still maintaining the titles of both. 

Why then can Postmodemism never be fully realized within the discipline of history? 

WTiat is the logical conclusion of Postmodemism when it is applied as both art and 

function? To understand this, an absolute relativism must be accepted in place of 

metanarratives: all systems of interpretation are equal, and any given system is neither 

right nor wrong. Epistemologically, no historical "tmth" exists, only recurring 

representations and reflections of it. To take history to this end, implied by Foucault and 

il 1 

advocated by White, is to cast it "into the abyss." Though these histories would be fully 

considered Historical Postmodemism, absolute faith, they could not exist as history. They 

would destroy themselves. 

An Introduction to Nothing 

No political program can ever deliver us from the malaise of existence, from our fear of death, from our 

thirst for the absolute. 

Eugene lonesco, lonesco 

^'^ Gertrude Himmelfarb, On Looking into the Abyss (New York: Alfred A. Knop, 1994). 
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This paper is grounded in the belief that at the heart of Postmodemism lies nihilism, made 

most apparent in its application. A definition of nihilism and the nanire of its problems 

are necessary to fiilly recognise its manifestation in Postmodemism. 

Nihilism is nonexistence. It is the idea that all values and beliefs are unfounded and 

existence is senseless and useless. It can be found everywhere there is man, for as we are 

able to grasp the existence of things, so to is it possible to conceive of their nonexistence. 

We exist, or to use Cartesian logic, if we can question that we exist, then something is 

questioning, ergo existence. By questioning the inherent existence of things, the 

metaphysical inquiry negates the existence of the inquirer. Nonexistence is 

fundamentally inhuman, yet the notion of nothingness is found in all peoples in all 

times. " From medieval Christian mystics like Meister Eckhart to modem novelists like 

Celine, from Oriental visionanes like Buddha to Russian political revolutionanes and 

saboteurs like Barzhov, the notion of nihilism and nonexistence has proven to be a 

remarkably universal human trait. Though nihilism is the fundamental negation of 

everything, including humanity, it is found in many forms throughout humanity. This 

metaphysical negation manifests itself in many different ways and places, which makes a 

thorough definition difficult, but possible. 

At the heart of any manifestation of nihilism lies paradox, and this paradox is at once the 

defining feature as well as the central problem of Nihilism: to think something that cannot 

"^ See specifically Thomas S. Hibbs, Shows about Nothing: Nihilism in Popular Culture from The 
Exorcist to Seinfeld (Dallas, Texas: Spence Publishing Company, 1999). For a probing look at 
nihilism in mass entertainment. Recent trends in music (Grunge, Deth-Metal) and popular 
attitudes towards drug abuse seen in cinema (Trainspotting) also highlight the place of the death-
wish and self-destructive tendencies in our society, culminating in the debasement of current 
social, economic, religious and governmental hierarchies. 
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be thought, to create something that is inherently nothing. We shall see this paradox at 

the heart of any manifestation of nihilism. 

A problem of methodology arises when describing and discussing nihilism. Though 

words are not the sole conveyor of the nihilistic ideas, the portability and transmittance of 

language best disseminates these notions. Language is itself a creative tool, and to 

attempt to create nothing is to encounter the central paradox of nihilism. As Samuel 

Beckett said, "For the only way one can speak of nothing is to speak of it as though it 

were something.. ."''̂  Many literary masters have grappled with the idea of Nihilism, yet 

very few have maintained it.'*'' One simply cannot hold on to the belief in nothingness for 

a prolonged period of time without falling into extreme despair. The recurring idea of 

nonexistence is implosive. 

Yet language is effective in drawing out this idea from man by appealing to our 

instinctual perception of nothingness. Language cannot create or apply nothingness, but it 

can induce the necessary empathy to sound the depths of nothingness that reside within 

man. If human existence involves an instinct toward nonexistence at its core, an appetite 

in no way secondary to the craving for life itself literature is in fact obliged to recognize 

the death wish, build upon its deep-laid position in the human heart, and re-enact within 

its own theater the bmtal, inconclusive experience of life in irrepressible conflict with its 

*^ Samuel Beckett, Watt (New York: Grove Press, 1959), 77. 

'*" Tolstoy, Camus, Beckett, Dostoyevsky, Kierkegaard, Arendt, Brecht, Nietzsche among many 
others have discussed the issues of nihilism at great length. Kafka, Celine and Bahrzov are some 
of the few of these authors who maintained this Nihilism in their writings. Many moved on to truly 
irrational ends, yet they were ends or trajectones in contrast to the implosion of Nihilism. Sartre 
took up radicai Communism and Camus also became very politically active. Other literary figures 
found or convinced themselves of some sort of ethic to break away from the seductive gaze of the 
abyss. 
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own assumptions. The reflection of nihilism within humanity through words does not 

require an action or belief (nonbelief), only an aesthetic reflection of our sense of 

fundamental nonexistence. Literature as a form of art, not application, can reflect 

nihilism within humanity. 

As humans, we try to realize our beliefs not only in the way we represent our lives, but 

also in the manner which we lead them. For some it is not enough to express and 

acknowledge the sense of nihihsm, but to live as a nihilist. To further define nihilism and 

its various manifestations, it is necessary to categorize manifestations of nihilism. Two 

types are considered, passive and active. Passive nihilism is the life of nonaction, most 

formally seen in Buddhism."^^ Passive nihilism concems itself with a retreat from 

artificial reality, thought and action, a retreat into the void, into the lotus of Nirvana. At 

once the goal and the negation of all goals. Nirvana is the transcendence of the human 

condition. By recognizing the fundamental nonexistence of the material world, logic is 

overwhelmed by Nirvana. Passive nihilism is not only non-active, but also irrational, 

paradoxical and transcendental. The peaceful Nirvana of passive nihilism is in direct 

contrast to the despair and annihilation of active nihilism. 

^^ Debatably similar, yet different types of passive Nihilism can be seen within the works of 
Samuel Beckett and Friederich Diirrenmatt. For a debatable example of passive nihilism in 
theatre, see Beckett's "Waiting for Godot." In Diirrenmatt, Friedrich, Die Physiker (Zurich: Verlag 
der Arche, Shifferii, 1962). Die Physiker Diirrenmatt lists 21 points to understanding his work, of 
which 9.-12. are of most interest to us: 9. Planmadig vorgehende Menschen wollen ein 
bestimmtes Ziel erreichen. Der Zufall trifft dann am schlimmsten, wenn sie durch ihn das 
Gegenteil ihres Ziel erreichen: Das, was sle befurchten, was sie zu vermeiden suchten [z.B. 
Oedipus]. 10. Eine solche Geschichte ist zwar grotesk, aber nicht absurd [sinnwidrig]. 11. Sie ist 
paradox. (9. People with an organized plan try to reach a specific goal. Chance strikes most 
terribly when they reach the opposite of their goal by carrying out their plan: that which they fear, 
that which the sought to avoid, e.g. Oedipus. 10. Such a narrative is clearly grotesque, but not 
absurd. 11. It is paradox.) p.79. 
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Active nihilism on the other hand hamesses both the recognition of the nothingness and 

the creative instinct of the human soul. Unlike passive nihilism, there is no peace to be 

found in the Void of Nonbeing. Indeed, the void is a painful and frightening place, a 

terrifying, accelerating freefall from familiar systems, morals and tmths. The nature of 

active nihilism, in contrast to passive nihilism, is the overwhelming need to do something 

about this situation of nonbeing, not to simply accept it. 

The progressive, teleological and dynamic nature of active nihilism manifests itself in 

many different ways. Most obviously seen in early Russian revolutionaries, active 

nihilism appeared most prominently as a political movement against all authorities, 

secular and religious. Closely associated with political Anarchism, active nihilism strove 

to destroy a cormpt, ineffective system and replace it with a new one. Russian Nihilism, 

like almost all active nihilism, is characterized by Utopianism, the destmction of the old 

for the creation of the liberating new. 

Within active nihilism there is no stationary position. Active nihilism involves either the 

further disintegration of belief or the grasping of illogical tmths as the psyche seeks either 

to complete the process of finding tmth by realizing its nonexistence or rescuing itself 

from the torture of ultimate paradox, respectively. For the active nihilist, even the act of 

suicide is not an option as ending one's own life means bestowing meaning on despair, 

life and death. There is no bottom to the Void. 

But active nihilism does not only destroy, it actively creates. This creation is not a 

synthesis of previous methods and ideas, since they have been deconstmcted to their 
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fullest extent, but the creation of a new world ex nihilo. This is at once anarchy as well as 

total liberation. All social, religious, cultural, political and economic restrictions are 

destroyed and from the mins, a free, Utopian Eden emerges. The ability to start from the 

very beginning, to formulate a myth of creation amid the ashes of society's cormpt 

institutions is the driving force behind active nihilism. 

The Empt> Reflection 

This kind of truth is frightening to me, because it often gives me the feeling that the verv' concept of 

objective truth is fading out of the world. [...] 

This prospect frightens me much more than bombs - and after our experiences of the last few years that is 

not a frivolous statement. 

George Orwell, Homage to Catalonia 1952 

This paper is based on the belief that at the heart of Postmodemism lies active Nihilism, 

and that the application of Historical Postmodemism directly reflects this Nihilism. 

Historical Postmodernism fails to support the unique nature of history as art and function, 

though its vision of the human condition is certainly useful. The reflection on the human 

past that Postmodemism hopes to give humanit\^ is ultimately empty. Postmodemism can 

illustrate many characteristics of our modem society, satisfying history as art, but its 

acceptance in the discipline of history is limited by its lack of application. 

The deconstmcfion inherent in Historical Postmodemism creates a void of meaning that, 

logically extended, leads to complete relativism. If all history is subjective not objective, 

created not discerned, fictional not tmthful, random not methodological, then the practice 
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of Historical Postmodemism in good faith is active nihilism. With the rejection of 

traditional authorities, any new revision to history becomes baseless. Without the use of 

historical "tmth" and metanarrative, no conclusions can be made. The doubt in all 

metanarratives, the deconstmction of meaning, the pluralization of all voices all lead 

ultimately to a relativism precipitous of active nihilism. 

History as such is an articulate reflection of our modem times, yet to generalize these 

ideas to an entire discipline is disastrous. The Postmodem Condition still accurately 

defines our times, yet the overwhelming doubt that it casts cannot be applied. As 

literature, indeed as art. Historical Postmodemism has its place. It shows the uniqueness 

of life in a way that caimot be expressed using traditional historical methods. It analyzes 

our society in a tmly imique and revolutionary manner, but to take this trend to 

encompass the entire discipline and not recognize the place of traditional history, and its 

application within the spectmm of historical discourse, is to mn contrary to the plurality 

of the Postmodem Condition. 

This paradox in Historical Postmodemism is apparent in history because of its two-fold 

nature. As art, Postmodemism articulates the plurality, relativism, and ultimately the 

active nihilism that is integral to the human condition. History is not only the narrative of 

man's story, but the institution of humanity's collective experience. When we 

individually peer into the future, we make decisions based on knowledge, experience and 

memory. As a society, we look to the past as well. If history negates itself through 

Historical Postmodemism, history renounces its vital position as the caretaker of human 

memory, regardless of its subjective, fictional and plural nature. If Postmodemism has 
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accomplished nothing else, it has increased the awareness of these lingual and historical 

limits and tempered the simplified, concise conclusions of the past. If history neglects its 

relevancy, collective human memory does not go away, but rather falls into the hands of 

those less able or concemed, those who would use history irresponsibly to fiirther their 

own ends. The realizadon of Historical Postmodemism in good faith parallels the 

paradox of active Nihilism: the creation of the uncreatable. 

Conclusion 

.....Dies ist mein Morgen. mein Tag hebt an: herauf nun, herauf, du groBer Mittag! "— 

Also sprach Zarathustra und verliefi seine Hohle, gliihend und stark, wie eine Morgensonne. die aus 

dunklen Bergen kommt. '*̂  

Friederich Nietzsche, Also Sprach Zarathustra, vierter und letzter Teil 

The Historical Postmodemism challenges the foundations of the discipline, and the 

discipline has reacted. The systems of interpretation that we use to understand our world 

have been encircled and assaulted, be they language, Marxism or science. Postmodemism 

has placed these systems in direct competition with each other, multiplying the conflicting 

voices. It has also put the epistemological foundation of history on trial, denying 

knowledge of historical tmth. Postmodemism has affected almost every historian of our 

time, yet this influence has been tempered by the practical boundaries of the discipline. 

Few historians continue to write with the same authority and boldness of Arnold Toynbee, 

Jiirgen Kocka or George Fukuyama, and this is not necessarily a negative tum of events. 

""^("...This is my morning, my day is rising: come up and rise, you grand noon!" 

Thus spoke Zarathustra and left his cave, radiant and mighty, like the morning sun rising out of 
dark mountains.) p.561. 
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History has experienced a time of introspection and reflection which has offered amazing 

insights into the craft of the historian. Though the art of history is greatly enhanced by 

the plural, dynamic and nihilistic nature of Postmodemism, it simultaneously debases its 

practical usage. The two-fold nature of history as both art and function limits the extent 

to which this introspection is allowed to "deconstmct" the discipline, requiring that 

history not implode on its own self-doubt, but continue to be applicable to the present. 

How the Postmodem Tum will affect history in the near future is difficult to predict. 

Whether the events and fallout of September 2001 and, more importantly, the popular 

concepdon of them will retum histor\ to a more applied (scientific, not theoretical) 

emphasis is still difficult to ascertain. The frequency to which the appeasement of Hitler 

in Munich was referred to in the previous war in Iraq, along with many other historical 

"precedents," is difficult to ignore. The popular media naturally emphasizes the 

application side of history over the theor\', yet the widespread notion that a new order is 

arising in intemational affairs leaves the future of the discipline uncertain, the future of 

Historical Postmodemism even more so. Whether the ideas of Lyotard, Foucault and 

White will continue to be discussed in the next decade with the same tenacity as in the last 

two is uncertain. 

As our world and our perception of it continue onwards, history will continue to change 

with it. Historical Postmodemism and its challenge to the established authorities of the 

discipline as well as its philosophical foundations will lose some influence as new 

generations of historians take up the craft, but its legacy will continue. The 
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unprecedented, acute, existential doubt with which Postmodemism assaulted the 

discipline will be studied and considered for many years to come. 
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